
Kaba star -
the star of mechanical 
master key systems

secure
flexible
durable
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Security 
straight to the 
point

The dormakaba brand stands for security, quality and reliability. The 
latest technology and maximum precision are key production criteria. 
Product features such as ease of use and flexibility have made 
 dormakaba a household name worldwide in the area of security 
 technology.

Kaba star is the benchmark among mechanical locking systems. 
Thanks to its versatility, the system can be used in both the private 
sector as well as for large and complex systems. The upwards compat-
ibility allows it to be combined with mechatronic and electronic access 
and time and attendance systems. Combination with enterprise data 
collection and cash free payment is also possible.

Kaba star is characterised by its versatility. The system fulfils even the 
highest security requirements and allows complex, individual master 
key systems to be realised.

One key for all
The Kaba system pro-
vides access to points 
authorised within the 
key plan hierarchy with 
one single key — in both 
the private or commer-
cial sphere. This estab-
lishes clear relation-
ships, ensures you have 
a lighter key ring and it 
means that searching 
for the right key be-
comes a thing of the 
past.
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The universal basis for access
Kaba star is an extremely versatile system with nearly lim-
itless application options. It covers the requirements of 
both traditional planning (key plan) as well as structured 
planning (organigram): From a simple key plan for de-
tached houses and apartments up to an organigram for 
large, complex industrial or administration buildings 
with tens of thousands of lock cylinders, Kaba star offers 
maximum flexibility in planning and organisation.

Guaranteed investment protection
Kaba star always allows the latest technologies to be 
used. Kaba locking systems are upwards compatible. This 
allows for customised solutions, whose discretionary ex-
pandability provide guaranteed, future-proof investment 
protection. This means that customers do not need to 
worry about identifying the right time to make an invest-
ment. dormakaba products and systems can always be 
expanded in the future.

Products
• Kaba star key
• Kaba star key clips
• Kaba star cylinder
• Kaba star cylinder olives and t-handles
• Kaba star key switches
• Kaba padlocks
• Kaba star furniture locks

Areas of application
• Residential properties, including  apartments
• Small shops
• Commercial operations
• Industrial and administrative buildings
• Public facilities such as schools and local  

authority offices
• Hotels, nursing homes, hospitals
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Kaba 
keylink

Only change is constant. So it’s important in 
times marked by change and growth to take 
farsighted decisions that protect your invest-
ments. This also applies to the master key 
system in your corporate buildings.

At dormakaba, we can already equip you for 
the future today with a future-focused mas-
ter key system concept that affords you flexi-
bility and lets you make changes as the situa-
tion demands.  

The problem: It is usually impossible to ex-
pand or reconfigure existing mechanical key 
systems, because keyings have to be precisely 
planned in advance.  

The solution: Kaba’s keylink planning method 
bases key system planning on the corporate 
organisation and room zones similarly to an 
electronic system.

In other words, cylinder locks and keys are al-
ready planned for future change or expansion 
at system concept stage. So in connection 

with keylink, Kaba penta is virtually infinitely 
expandable, ensuring a consistently high 
standard of security at all expansion stages. 
keylink lets you plan mechanical access rights 
individually and change them later on, with 
no need to replace the cylinder locks in your 
key system – you simply need new keys for 
the persons affected by the new access 
rights. None of these functions are usually 
found on mechanical master key systems, but 
they will simplify system operation and man-
agement of any facility. This planning ap-
proach safeguards your investments in the 
longer term, generating enhanced sustaina-
bility and increasing the security of your key 
system.

You can flexibilise and upgrade your mechani-
cal master key system by combining it with 
our mechatronic and electronic access solu-
tions for greater sustainability and invest-
ment protection.

Kaba keylink. 
No matter what 
tomorrow 
brings: you can 
take it in your 
stride.
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Kaba keylink at a 
glance:
• Future-focused planning 

system for the Kaba penta 
mechanical master key system

• Planning based on corporate  
organisation and room zones

• Access rights can be adapted 
as required by issuing new keys

• Key systems can be expanded 
as and when you like

• Consistently high standard of  
security for all expansion stages

• Maximum flexibility for me-
chanical master key systems

• Improved planning and invest-
ment security
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Legal protection

Patent protection
The numerous innovations that have 
been incorporated into both the new 
key and the new modular cylinder 
mean that the system is at current 
technololgy. Thanks to its special fea-
tures, the new Kaba star has pat-
ent protection until 2033. This pro-
vides not only exclusivety but also 
uniqueness, exceptional quality and 
security.

Technical protection

Precision mechanics
Kaba star is a high-performance 
locking system, which fulfils even the 
most challenging requirements. Kaba 
star offers exceptional security 
thanks to the 26 pin positions which 
can be used at the same time, as well 
as the unique arrangement of the 
tumbler pins and the key milling. With 
its 5 to 8 rows of pins, Kaba star of-
fers numerous options for different 
key hierarchies with a high standard 
of security.

Kaba star cross
Kaba star cross increases the security 
of your master key system. A mova-
ble, cross-shaped element in the key 
provides increased security.

The high-quality materials such as 
low-wear chrome nickel steel for the 
pins and nickel silver for the key also 
play a decisive role.

In addition copy protection is in-
creased by selective use of mecha-
tronics.

Organisational protection

Security card
Every new Kaba star master key sys-
tem and serial cylinder is supplied 
with a security card which contains 
all the security information about the 
system. This is used for ordering key 
copies and for the registration 
and management of the master 
data for master key systems.

Key copy service
With a registered master key system 
from dormakaba it is quick and easy 
to order key copies even decades 
later.

Key finder service
Thanks to the registration of the 
Kaba lock systems and the corre-
sponding key, the owner of a found 
key can be determined at any time. 
The finder passes the key to 
dormakaba, which is then immedi-
ately returned to the owner.

High standard of security
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Kaba star Key
In addition to its well-known quality 
features, the new Kaba star im-
presses thanks to its superior design. 
The design gives it a distinctive out-
ward appearance and was also 
awarded the coveted Red Dot Design 
Award prior to the product launch. 
The plastic clips are interchangeable 
on both sides and are available in  
14 different colours. The keys can be 
organised e.g. acoording to business 
areas or functions by their colour.

Kaba star Door Cylinder
The new Kaba star door cylinders 
have a modular design. This means 
that changes and adjustments to 
 accommodate new situations can 
be made easily and quickly on site.

The colour coding system makes it 
possible to mark door cylinders. The 
ring elements are available in 7 dif-
ferent colours which also serve as a 
design element. Furthermore they 
can also be used for organisation, 
e.g, to differentiate between inter-
vention, emergency or sector doors. 
The fluorescent ring can be used to 
locate the lock cylinder in poor light-
ing conditions.

The permutation capacity of Kaba star allows for locking systems with tens of thousands of lock cylinders.

17 mm Europrofile Cylinder
The tried-and-tested mechanical 
locking systems Kaba star and Kaba 
20 can also be combined with 17 mm 
Europrofile cylinders, with unre-
stricted permutation options. In 
 addition to the cylinder designs al-
ready on offer, the following types 
are available in Europrofile:

•  Double cylinder M1415 with  
further variations

•  Thumbturn cylinder M1419 with 
further variations

•  Single cylinder M1414 with  
further variations

The new cylinder types can be easily 
integrated into existing systems from 
1995 onwards. This means that their 
potential uses are practically unlim-
ited.

Kaba star system components
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Cylinder Olives and T-handles
Kaba provides left or right locking 
mechanical cylinder olives and  
t-handles in a variety of materials 
and designs. The wide range of door 
knob surfaces also includes various 
wood finishes and plastic handles  
in a wide range of RAL colours. 
dormakaba fulfils everyone’s personal 
wishes.

Key Switch Cylinders
In addition to customary key switch 
cylinders, the universal application of 
the range is particularly character-
ised by Kaba key switch cylinders with 
multiple retraction positions which 
surpass current well-known solutions. 
This new generation of key switch 
cylinders allows up to 12 key retrac-
tion positions and the switch setting 
is displayed by the keyway.

Kaba key switch cylinders increase 
operational security, protect against 
misuse and are extremely convenient. 
They are ideally suited for garage 
doors and various control applica-
tions.

Product Range
With its wide product range, the area 
of application of Kaba cylinders cov-
ers everything from window locks to 
mailbox cylinders and padlocks. This 
multiple application is both practical 
and efficient. It allows all your re-
quirements to be fulfilled with just 
one master key system in and 
around detached homes and apart-
ments as well as in large commercial, 
industrial and administration build-
ings.

A complete range

Our Sustainability Commitment

We are committed to foster a sustainable development along our entire value chain in line with 
our economic, environmental and social responsibilities toward current and future generations.

Sustainability at product level is an important, future-oriented approach in the field of construc-
tion. In order to give quantified disclosures of a product’s environmental impacts through its entire 
life cycle, dormakaba provides Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs), in which the results of 
the life cycle assessment (LCA) are presented. 

Please download the EPD and read more about our sustainability commitment here or use the 
QR code provided.

Environmental product declaration: EPD  
• Declaration number: EPD-DOR-20210151-CBA1-EN
• In line with ISO 14025 and EN 15804+A2 
• Publisher and declaration holder: Institut Bauen und Umwelt e.V.

https://dk.world/2Sf8OGW
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Combination with electronic 
locking systems
Kaba star can be easily combined 
with the electronic master-key 
system Kaba evolo. By incorpo-
rating electronics, the Kaba star 
system takes on a new dimension 
when it comes to security 
and flexibility. In addition to pre-
cision milling, each Kaba star 
smartkey has a coded chip.

The electronic master-key system 
Kaba evolo allows both a cost-ef-
fective upgrade of Kaba star sys-
tems and the implementation of 
customised security solutions, 
where individuals or goods re-
quire specific regulations. Lost 
Kaba star smartkeys can also be 
immediately revoked thanks to 
their electronics.

dormakaba mechatronic locking 
systems also measure time and 
have a memory: temporal re-
strictions and the traceability of 
incidents can be included in the 
access control.

An open door to 
electronics

Expansion of access control

The use of access control components in combination with Kaba star 
is recommended if access is to be monitored and quick changes need 
to be made to access authorisation. Along with mechatronic locking 
systems the productions can also be used in the flexible access con-
trol systems Kaba exos. 
Kaba exos contributes the security of buildings, rooms and grounds 
as well the monitoring of controls of various building installations. 
We are at your service for any questions about Kaba exos.
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Schlüsselausgabesysteme
Um Schlüssel für bestim-
mte An wendungen oder 
Inter ventio nen  zugänglich 
zu machen, stehen ver-
schiedene  Lösungen zur 
Verfügung wie: Schlüssel-
rohre,  mechanische oder 
elek tronische Schlüssel de-
potanlagen, Schlüssel-
schränke oder Tresore.

Management, control 
and maintenance

Key deposit systems
Various solutions are 
available in order to make 
keys accessible for certain 
applications or interven-
tions, such as: key tubes, 
mechan ical or electronic 
key deposit systems, 
key boxes or safes.

Key deposits
Key deposit units provide a spe-
cial function: one key can be used 
to activate several special keys or 
several keys can be used to acti-
vate one special key. This storage 
is ideal, especially where areas in 
security zones (laboratories, EDP 
rooms, etc.) may only be ac-
cessed in tandem.

Simple management
Complete and seamless man-
agement of all keys and poten-
tially the cylinders is vital for a 
well-functioning locking system. 

PC programs, which enable the 
system to be administered much 
more simply are also available.

Maintenance
Constant maintenance of the 
locking system is critical in order 
to ensure functionality. This in-
cludes regular inspections for 
wear and regular maintenance 
with the special environmentally 
friendly Kaba cleaner spray.

Close distribution network 
The products from dormakaba 
are distributed by authorised and 
specially-trained dormakaba spe-
cialist partners in ironmongery 
and fittings specialists, as well as 
in the qualified key service. The 
distribution network, with over 
500 dormakaba support points, 
offers the customer optimal 
cover in practically every location 
in Switzerland. Find out which 
dormakaba partners are active in 
your area: 
www.dormakaba.ch
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150
130

years of experience

More than 

ISO 9001
Certificate

countries

Door Hardware
Entrance Systems
Electronic Access & Data
Interior Glass Systems
Mechanical Key Systems

Lodging Systems
Safe Locks
Key Systems
Movable Walls
Services

+

Our Offering

Our Focused Industries

Our Values

Our Company

Residential RailProduction 
Facilities

Hospitality EducationMulti-Family-
Housing

Retail Utilities / 
Telecoms

OfficesAirports HealthcareFinancial Industries

Government

Customer first
We always focus what we 
do on the needs of our 
customers, partners and 
users.

Curiosity
We constantly scout for 
trends as the inspiration 
for future-focused 
solutions.

Performance
We go the extra mile to 
ensure customer satis-
faction and set the bar 
high in terms of security, 
quality and reliability.

Courage
We are committed to 
continuously developing 
solutions that generate 
genuine added value for 
our customers and users.

Trust
Our core corporate value is 
at the heart of everything 
we do, so customers can 
rest assured that they are 
in good hands.

Sustainability Report
GRI Standards

2,000
patents

More than

stock-listed at 
SIX Swiss Exchange (DOKA)

Consulting
Planning
Realization
Operation
Maintenance

We call it trusted access

15,000
employees worldwide

Around

We make access in life smart and secure
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dormakaba 
International Holding AG 
Hofwisenstrasse 24
CH-8153 Rümlang
T +41 44 818 90 11
info@dormakaba.com
www.dormakaba.com

Door 
Hardware

Entrance 
Systems

Electronic 
Access & Data

Interior Glass 
Systems

Mechanical 
Key Systems

Service
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Authorised dormakaba partner:


